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FOREWORD

This is a companion volume to Summer Research Opportunity Programs:
Voices and Visions of Success in Pursuit of the Ph.D., which presented interviews with
participants in a selected group of SROPs. This volume follows with a summary of the
views, opinions, and experiences of a group of students, faculty, and administrators from
over sixty universities who met together to discuss what they had learned about the ele-
ments of successful SROP programs. In essence, it is a users manual for the develop-
ment, improvement, and operation of SROPs and will be useful to any institution consid-
enng such activities.

We want to acknowledge the contribution of Kay Hancock, who served as rap-
porteur at the meeting. We also express our appreciation to the Ford Foundation for their
support of these activities.

III
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President
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INTRODUCTION

Summer Research Opportunity Programs (SROPs) in graduate schools across
the nation encourage young students, especially those underrepresented in the academy,
to pursue the Ph.D. Since the mid-1980's, more than 140 universities have established
such programs. The CGS publication, Enhancing the Minority Presence in Graduate
Education V: Voice and Visioni of Success in Pursuit of the Ph.D.: The Summer
Research Opportunity Program, profiled students, faculty, and administrators who are
engaged in this successful program model.

SROPs generally have three primary objectives:

to provide participants with research experience in an environment
consisting of faculty, graduate students, and professional role models;

to encourage participants to consider pursuing the Ph.D. degree; and

to motivate participants to consider careers in the academy.

The benefits include:

introducing students to the excitement, challenge and character of
research and scholarship through the process of discovery;

helping students with academic potential to gain confidence and
overcome doubts about their abilities to succeed in high-performance
environments; and

exposing faculty at host institutions to talented students.

The primary element of a successful SROP is institutional commitment. First
and foremost, faculty participation as research mentors must be encouraged, recognized
and valued by the institution in tangible ways, ultimately in the review process for pro-
motions and tenure. Long-term, preferably line-item financial commitment is important
so that the annual planning process in not constrained or limited by fiscal uncertainty. A
solid financial core can also lend credibility to requests for supplemental funding from
foundations and the corporate sector. Graduate departments must welcome people of
color into the community of scholars and take advantage of every opportunity to provide
information, encouragement and support.



In addition, both faculty mentors and students must understand their roles and
responsibilities in this enterprise. Students are to be actively and intimately engaged in
the faculty mentors' research agenda. This challenges both parties to commit the requi-
site time and attention. Finally, a system for data collection and evaluation must be put
in place to gauge the impact of the program on the student and the institution, and to pro-
vide feedback for the process of continual improvement.

SROP initiatives represent the tangible commitment of faculty and staff to cat-
alyze interest and expand opportunities for students of color, while simultaneously build-
ing personal and institutional relationships that should aid these students in their pursuit
of the Ph.D. In December of 1993, a workshop on SROPs was held in .:o,lunction with
the annual meeting of the Council of Graduate Schools. Over 100 people attended, rep-
resenting over sixty universities. This publication provides insights from an array of pro-
grams now in existence, for those who wish to develop, enhance, or strengthen SROPs
on their campuses. The experiences of the institutions reflected in this document can be
used to develop a blueprint for success.

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

The size and administrative structure of SROPs vary greatly. At one end of the
spectrum is the program established in 1986 by the Committee on Institutional
Cooperation (CIC), a consortium of fifteen institutionsthirteen Big Ten Universities,
the University of Chicago, and Pennsylvania State University, which had a collective
total of over 700 SROP students on its constituent campuses in the summer of 1994.
Research opportunities at CIC institutions are available in all fields. Most other universi-
ty programs are smaller, confined to individual campuses, or limited to one disciplinary
area such as the biological or biomedical sciences.

Infrastructure

The cornerstone of a successful SROP is a competent administrative staff. It
may involve several individuals including a program administrator, university staff, and
graduate students. In many institutions, faculty within the graduate department initiate
and administer the SROP, with an associate or assistant dean serving as the program
manager. The manager must:

clarify, communicate and frequently review the SROP's purposes,
strategies, and plans;

place students in supportive environments;

2



insist on excellence from faculty, staff and student;

provide guidelines and support to faculty mentors and student
participants; and

develop an appropriate system of rewards, audits, and controls to
assure program efficiency and effectiveness.

Planning involves a definition of what needs to be done. A checklist could be
developed to help assure that all the necessary things are done regularly. The problem
with checklists, however, is that they can become ritualized substitutes for thought and
substance. Although they may be designed to achieve coverage, they do not always
require that staff continually look, listen, think, or get involved. The purposeful manager
will systematically analyze and respond to the experiences of the students, the needs of
the faculty, institutional climate, resource demands, etc. Because there is often a gulf
between the idea and the reality, it is important to adjust, transform and adapt while lis-
tening intently and regularly.

Also, the program manager must provide leadership on the various issues of
diversitydifferences of race, color, age, sex and culture. It is often acknowledged that
differences among people can provide a starting point for the development of broad per-
spectives and new ways of viewing problems. But the reality is that differences can also
create discomfort and conflict. As a result, the manager must face the critical challenge
of finding the most effective way to encourage faculty and students to do the work of
building authentic relationships, especially with people they may regard as different.
Students must be empowered to wrestle with the complexities of a new environment and,
perhaps, embrace different ideas and perspectives. Faculty mentors must be encouraged
to maintain a dialogue with the student within which honest, constructive feedback is
shared. Administrative leadership in this area will require a deliberate commitment to
help students and faculty develop truly collaborative working relationships.

for these reasons, guidelines must be prepared for faculty, staff and student par-
ticipants that clearly articulate program objectives, responsibilities and expectations.
Staff should be accessible and communicate with faculty and students weekly to discuss
progress, and any problems that may arise. In addition, an approachable staff that
ink;udcs members of the ethnic group(s) represented in the program is extremely desir-
able.
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Scope and Eligibility

Just as an institution must decide whether its SROP will accommodate students
in only one, a few, or all d;:sciplines, it must also determine whether to recruit students
from several underrepresented ethnic groups, or only one. Institutional priorities and
capacity, funding sources, geographic location, and historical relationships will influence
that decision. SROP objectives will determine whether students will be brought in after
their freshman, sophomore, or junior years. Although most SROPs are designed for
undergraduates, the model can be effective for post matriculants preparing io enter grad-
uate school as well. SROPs generally span 8-10 weeks during the summer months, but
program length may also vary according to the resources available and other logistical
constraints.

Faculty Involvement

The support and cooperation of faculty are key to the success of the SROP.

Factors which contribute to increased faculty support are strong institutional commit-
ment to the SROP at top levels of the administration; the ability of the program manager
to establish good relationships with faculty; and the demonstrated success of the SROP

in meeting its objectives.Including faculty in program planning and development has
proven to be an effective way to increase and enhance their participation. The prepara-
tion of faculty via reference materials, workshops and conferences to increase their
awareness of student needs and issues is one way of supporting their involvement.
Faculty attention is a critical factor in sparking undergraduate interest in research and
graduate education.

Outreach and Recruitment

An effective outreach program can be achieved with serious effort, commit-
ment, and enthusiasm. There are opportunities for reaching your targeted population
through national student organizations and advertising in school newspapers and maga-
zines. A carefully planned telephone marketing campaign can be used to solicit applica-
tions, follow-up on mail inquiries, and build a contact list at key institutions. How the
program administrative staff designs promotional literature, responds to inquiries, and
works with prospective candidates will determine the effectiveness of outreach efforts.
Personal contact is key. A powerful and long-lasting impression is often formed on the
basis of how the SROP is presented, and who presents it. However, it is important to
remember that the recruitment process begins with the first point of contact and contin-
ues through program completion. The students' experiences in the SROP will go a long
way toward encouraging or discouraging future participants. Word-of-mouth is an
extremely important public relations medium.
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Overall, there are long-term advantages to building relationships with relevant
individuals, organizations, and institutions. The idea is to build bonds that last. These
relationships require the creation and constant nurturing of systems to manage them. In
particular, be aware of four familiar steps:

Awareness. Show that the SROP is an opportunity, and that the
opportunity has benefits. Example: send periodic one-pageprogram
reports to key people at 'feeder' campuses.

Assessment. It becomes important to ask, "How are we doing?" "How
are we fulfilling the student's needs and expectations?" Example:
provide and encourage feedback from the student and the student's
advisor at the home institution.

Accountability. Establish regular reporting on individual and
institutional relationships, so that these can be weighed against other
measures of performance. Example: solicit pre- and post-program
information from faculty, students, staff, and home institution
advisors.

Actions. Establish routines and communications on the basis of their
impact on the relationship. Constantly reinforce awareness with
information. Example: encourage faculty mentors to visit 'feeder'
campuses, and encourage program alumni to talk about their
experiences.

Large research liversities may choose to structure partnership arrangements
with one or more institutions with significant minority student populations. Others may
decide to develop national mailing lists for their annual program announcements.
Regional institutions are well-positioned to develop relationships with local smaller col-
leges or liberal arts schools. Many of the universities represented at the Workshop had
targeted students at Historically Black Colleges and Universities (FIBCUs), Hispanic-
serving institutions such as those who are members of the Hispanic Association of
Colleges and Universities (HACU), or the 25 or more tribal colleges represented through
the Consortium for Graduate Opportunities for American Indians.

To attract students to an SROP before they make other commitments: the pro-
gram must send out its publicity in the fall semester and set its application deadline early
in the spring semester.

5
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Student Selection

Interested qudents typically are asked to submit an application form, a tran-
script, a statement of purpose, and one or two letters of support from faculty members.
Standard criteria for SROP student selection includes an evaluation of the student's moti-
vation and potential as indicated by grades, course work, faculty assessment, and the
written statement. Members of the admissions committee (which may include faculty,
staff, SROP alumni, and other graduate students) evaluate individual applications. Their
assessments are then reviewed by the program manager who usually makes final the
decisions within the context of mentor and resource availability.

Given the overwhelming numbers of applications received by existing pro-
grams, it has been relatively easy to take the path of least resistance and provide posi-

tions to successful students who have high grade point averages. However, experience at
several universities suggests that some sophomores and juniors who have lower grade
point averages can benefit significantly from a SROP experience. They may consider
graduate school after participating in the program and developing personal relationships
with faculty members. Frequently, they are sufficiently motivated to earn higher grades
when they return to their home institutions.

Faculty/Student Matching

Program administrators must take great care in selecting capable and committed
mentors, taking into consideration issues of temperament, research constraints, tenure
pressures, etc. Most importantly, the mentor's awareness of and commitment to program
objectives is critical. Program managers should look for several attributes in mentor
selection:

ongoing research activity;

a collegial atmosphere in the laboratory or research group;

availability for the duration of the program; and

the role of graduate students and postdoctoral associates in the
mentor's research group.

There are a number of different approaches to faculty/student matching. In

most cases, the program administrator will consider student interests and faculty
research, then make logical assignments, usually with assistance from faculty and staff in
the department. On some campuses, students are given information regarding faculty

6
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members research areas and asked to interview and select the person(s) with whom they
would like to work after they arrive on campus.

The number of students placed in a laboratory or research group can vary and is
determined by the time, space, and capacity the faculty mentor has available. However,
there can be great advantage to having more than one student per site, especially in the
humanities and social sciences where research can often be a fairly solitary experience.

Regardless of the nature of the research site, it is a good sign when students
know they can succeed, when they exert the effort to learn everything they need to know,
and when they apply that passion and knowledge with imagination.

Programming

Program activities generally focus on the development of research and technical
skills. This is supplemented by information, usually provided by faculty, about graduate
programs and careers in research and teaching. In addition to being part of a research
group, students attend workshops designed to increase their research capabilities and self
confidence, to encourage them to enter top-notch graduate programs, and to prepare
them to successfully pursue an advanced degree. Supplemental activities and social pro-
grams round out the SROP. These activities may include:

Weekly Workshops: These special interest meetings can be held to
address the development of research skills, preparation for
standardized examinations, application to a graduate school,
identifying and securing financial support for graduate school, life in
graduate school, the life of faculty, etc.

Field Trips: These activities may be purely social or related to the
research enterprise. They range from a 4th of July picnic to a tour of a
major research facility.

Research Reports: The student is usually required to prepare an
abstract with slides or overheads, and give a 15 minute verbal
presentation on the research project.

Concluding Banquet: Along with the opportunity to celebrate the
accomplishments of the students, the banquet provides a platform for a
'role model' to provide encouragement and inspiration as a keynote
speaker.

14
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Evaluation.

Evaluation is absolutely essential. Program monitoring with emphasis on
accountability and assessment is mandatory. Evaluation enables program staff to deter-
mine which aspects of the program are effective, and which may benefit from new
approaches. By assessing the student before and after participation in the program, the
program manager can document changes in confidence, attitudes, perceptions, and intel-
lectual maturity. Feedback on every element of the program must be solicited from stu-
dents as well as faculty mentors. Serious attention must be given to the development of
survey instruments, evaluation forms, and structured interviews. An impact study may
be conducted by outside evaluators to determine if the program objectives are being met.
Data collected through monitoring and evaluation activities should be added to the data-
base and may be used to inform future needs assessment, goals development, and ulti-
mately, program efforts. In addition, both internal and external funding sources will
appreciate, if not require, program accountability.

FACULTY GUIDELINES

Based on the experiences of SROPs represented at the Workshop and of practi-
tioners who deal with the personal and academic development of college students, facul-
ty mentoring is the most critical component of a successful summer research experience,
especially when the mentor:

ensures that the student is fully engaged in the life of the laboratory or
research group;

defines a distinct research project that will allow the student to under-
stand the nature of independent research;

invests time in the development of the student;

shares information about the culture and demands of the research

environment;

communicates with the student in a forthright and honest manner; and

provides constructive and critical feedback on the student's progress.

Ideally, a faculty mentor and SROP student will develop a relationship that
extends beyond the summer research project. Some students, involved in programs on
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their own campuses, continue working on research projects throughout the year, and
often into a second summer

Staying in touch with SROP students at other institutions requires energy and
inventiveness. Faculty mentors and students can plan some structured activities to keep
in touch with each other. Communicating by e-mail, when available, may be a good way
for the relationships to continue.

Faculty mentors can also play a crucial role in helping SROP students get into
graduate school. The mentor can write or call colleagues to attest to the student's ability
to do graduate work based on SROP performance. A successful undergraduate research
experience may be one of the best predictors of success in graduate school.

A quality mentoring relationship will create an atmosphere of mutual trust and
respect which can be beneficial to both parties. The benefits to the student are obvious.
The experience faculty gain from working closely with SROP students and program staff
can create a heightened sensitivity to the issues that concern students of color and those
underrepresented in the academy. As was noted by a faculty mentor in attendance at the
Workshop. "SROPs can connect all of us to the excitement and discovery of knowledge,
and to the way we transmit that knowledge through teaching and mentorship."

STUDENT GUIDELINES

In correspondence sent to students before they arrive on campus, staff members
and faculty should indicate their eagerness to answer any questions, to discuss the nature
and content of the research experience, or to assist with any problems that may arise.
The names and telephone numbers of the program staff and faculty mentor should be
provided to the student upon arrival. Responsibilities and expectations should be clearly
communicated to the student in advance and may be included in a letter identifying the
mentor and enclosing a research summary, a telephone number, information on housing
and travel arrangements, an airline ticket and a campus map. These guidelines may
include information on:

the stipend amount;

number of hours to be spent in research lab or setting;

research abstract;

research paper (if required);

9
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attendance at weekly meetings; and

the final presentation and banquet.

A list of things students should bring to campus (cooking utensils, blankets,
linen, etc.) is helpful, and may be particularly important for those students moving from
an area of the country where climate and housing conditions may be quite different.
Whenever appropriate, indicate dates, times, and locations.

Experience suggests that conversations between the faculty mentor and student,
in advance, provide an opportunity for testing compatibility and interest in the project.
In addition, a set of operating principlesthe ground rulesmust be established.
Expectations regarding attendance, participation, accomplishments, assignments, and
behavior should be clearly articulated, verbally and in print. The student must under-
stand that s/he is to:

be a serious student who is willing to learn;

be receptive to critical and constructive advice;

be open and straightforward when dealing with the mentor;

conform to the research hours and mode of operation of the program;
and

be prepared to work hard.

Upon arrival, it is helpful for the student to receive the first stipend payment.
Orientation activities, which include greetings by staff and former SROP participants, a
tour of the facility, and a welcoming reception by the Dean, are recommended. Early
identification of problems is essential. The staff should be accessible to both the faculty
and the students. Finally, hold weekly staff meetings to discuss the student's progress.

BUILDING INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY

The development of strategic and financial frameworks for the SROP provides
an excellent opportunity to assert institutional leadership. Key institutional advocates
can be instrumental in stimulating academic, business, political, as well as other sectors
to engage in dialogue and action leading to the formation of partnerships and alliances.

10



The first step is to "Know thyself'. Assess institutional strengths and weakness-
es. Inventory, map and mobilize strengths for a strcessful SROP initiative. It will be
important to know, for example, which departments are prepared to make a specific,
strong and public commitment to engaging students previously underrepresented in grad-
uate programs. How many of these students are currently represented on campus in the
undergraduate division? How many of these students continue on to graduate school?
Do they currently have opportunities to engage in research? Are there local college cam-
puses with a diverse student population? Examine institutional policies .and programs.
Determine the scope and composition of your 'market'. What would diversity mean on
your campus? Does your student population reflect the composition of the local com-
munity? the state population? national demographics? Which ethnic or cultural groups
do you hope to attract?

After a rigorous institutional assessment, clarify SROP purposes, strategies and
plans and review them frequently. The key lies in identifying and mobilizing institu-
tional abilities and assets, connecting them in ways that multiply their power and effec-
tiveness, and involving local institutions in the effort. When a clear sense of institutional
commitment has been established, invite potential partners from the public and private
sectors to join your program planning and strategic fund raising sessions. Identify those
parties most inclined to be supportive and likely to make a contribution. Do not over-
look the obvious (especially local) partnership opportunities. Current wisdom suggests
that comprehensive, systemic and/or collaborative strategies are more effective and
therefore more marketable.

It is important for an SROP to seek many ways of publicizing its message and
its work; do not simply assume that if it is doing good work it will be funded. The SROP
must demonstrate responsiveness to the communities and students it seeks to serve and
must communicate its purpose and commitment clearly and forcefully.

Secure financial underpinnings are critical to the success of the SROP. Fiscal
uncertainty can constrain or limit the annual planning process. Long-term, line-item
financial commitment would provide the soundest foundation for a SROP, but these pro-
grams generally rely on a mixture of internal and external funds. Uncertainty about
funding is, unfortunately, a concern of many SROP program managers.

There are a number of expenses, both in-kind and direct, associated with run-
ning an effective SROP. Basic expenses generally include:

weekly stipends;

travel allowance;

1 1
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incidental costs;

health center access;

publications; and

administrative overhead.

Enhancements to the program include:

room and board;

tuition and fees when course work is incorporated;

faculty research allowance;

gymnasium privileges;

field trip(s); and/or

concluding banquet.

Institutional funding can come from a variety of sources, including the offices
of the chief academic officer and dean. External funding sources include foundations,
corporations, individuals, and federal agencies which may provide support through sev-
eral mechanisms:

traditional research grant programs;

special initiatives; and

administrative supplements to existing grants for the support and
recruitment programs for individuals from underrepresented minority
groups.

Corporate sponsorship is an option which can establish a network of contacts
involving the corporation, faculty, and promising undergraduates. For example, corpora-
tions may support students in particular majors, or students who would like to work in a
general area of research. When a company suggests a general area of research, a faculty
member may develop, along with a student, a specific and substantive project plan.

12 1_9



Remember that systematized methods of fundraising are the most successful.
SROP management will need data to develop effective and innovative fundraising tech-
niques, that maximize chances of success.

ELEMENTS OF SUCCESS

Summer Research Opportunity Programs vary greatly in size and scope.
Certain elements, however, are crucial to the success of all programs.. Blueprints for
SROPs that include the following elements will help institutions build strong summer
research programs with the potential to increase the presence of students of color in grad-
uate education:

long-term institutional commitment and support;

a well thought-out organizational structure;

a competent administrator and diverse and devoted staff members;

involvement of college deans and department heads to encourage
faculty participation;

a system of incentives and rewards for faculty participation as research
mentors (strong faculty involvement helps institutionalize an SROP);

departmental assistance in selecting competent and caring faculty
advisors/mentors;

careful selection of students based on letters of recommendation and
statements of purpose as well as grade point averages;

clearly defined expectations, spelled out in printed guidelines, for the
roles and responsibilities of both faculty members and students before,
during, and after the program;

a well-structured research experience that is mutually satisfying to
student and mentor and assures the student that he or she has the
potential to do graduate work;

supplementary activities that stimulate students' interest in attending
graduate school, inform them about the graduate school admissions

13
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process, and educate them about the skills they will need to survive

and thrive in graduate school;

a system of data collection and evaluation to assess the impact of the

program on the student and the institution, and to provide feedback for

change and improvement;

staying in touch with the SROP student at summer's end, encouraging
the student to attend graduate school, and supporting the student's
application with letters of recommendation and, if necessary, personal
calls to colleagues on the student's behalf; and

networking and collaboration among SROP institutions and between
SROP faculty members at the universities hosting the program and the
students undergraduate faculty advisors.

There is no substitute for the kind of understanding that comes from sustained
exposure to othersindividuals as well as institutions. SROPs provide opportunities,

not just for research, but for:

more experience in intergroup relationships;

communication with other people;

better understanding of other people; and

the exploration of whole new areas of involvement through the
medium of shared experience in research and discovery.

The experience of those involved in SROPsstudents, faculty, administrators,
and othersclearly demonstrates the value of thi approach and provides a solid basis
for the development of similar programs at institutions not currently engaged in this kind

of activity.

14
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APPENDICES

INVITATIONAL WORKSHOP AGENDA

Sunday. December 5 1993

7:30 am Registration
Yorktown Wall

CATALYST FOR SUCCESS: THE SUMMER
RESEARCH OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM

December 5-6, 1993
Hyatt Regency on Capitol Hill, Washington, DC

-AGENDA-

8:00 am Welcome Jules B. LaPidus, President, CGS
Yorktown

8:15 am Introductions Margaret Daniels Tyler, Assistant
Yorktown Dean, MIT

CGS Dean in Residence, 1992-93

8:30-10:00 am Alumni Panel
Yorktown

10:00-10:30 am Break

15

Tuajuanda Jordan-Starck,
Postdoctoral Associate,
University of Cincinnati, College
of Medicine, Department of
Pharmacology and Biophysics

John Wallace, Jr., Postdoctoral
Fellow, University of Michigan,
Institute for Social Science
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10:30-12:00 Administrators Panel Elaine Copeland, Associate Dean,

Yorktown University of Illinois at Urbana

Jean Girves, Associate Director,
Committee on Institutional
Cooperation (CIC) and Director,
Alliance for Success

Victor Rodwell, SROP Program
Director and Mentor, Professor of
Biochemistry, Purdue University

12:00-1:00 pm Lunch
Columbia A

1:00-2:30 pm Faculty Panel David Dalton, SROP Faculty

Yorktown Mentor, Professor of Chemistry,
and Associate Dean for Research
and Graduate Studies, Temple
University

George Sanchez, SROP Faculty
Mentor, Professor of History,
University of Michigan

2:30-3:00 pm Break

3:00-4:30 pm Faculty Panel James Anderson, SROP Faculty

Yorktown Mentor, Professor of Education,
University of Illinois at Urbana

D. Michael Pavel, Professor of
Education, University of
California at Los Angeles

5:00-6:00 pm Reception
Columbia A

6:00-9:00 pm Dinner
Columbia B

23
16

Edwin J. Nichols,
Clinical/Industrial Psychologist
and Director, Nichols & Associates



Monday. December 6. 1993

7:30 am Registration
Columbia Wall

8:30-10:00 am Agency Panel
Yorktown

Elvira Doman, Program Director,
Integrated Animal Biology,
National Science Foundation

Clarise Gayland, Director, Office
of Environmental Equity,
Environmental Protection Agency

Anthony Rene, Assistant Director,
Referral Liaison, National Institute
of General Medical Sciences,
National Institutes of Health

Vicki Payne, Program Manager,
Women and Minority
Participation in Graduate
Education Programs, Department
of Education

10:00-10:30 am Break

10:30-12:30 pm Roundtable Discussion Sessions

12:30 pm Commencement Margaret Daniels Tyler

This meeting is funded by the Ford Foundation.
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WORKSHOP PARTICIPANT LIST

Greg Aloia
Dean, Graduate Studies
Illinois State University

Earl Anderson
Professor of English
Cleveland State University

Howard Anderson
Dean in Residence
CGS

James Anderson
Professor, Department. of
Educational Policy
University of Illinois, Urbana

Paul Barrows
Associate Dean, Graduate
School
University of Wisconsin,
Madison

Edgar Beckham
Program Officer
Ford Foundation

Nancy Bigley
Professor,
Microbiology/Immunology
Wright State University

Peggy Bockman
Director, Graduate Student
Services
University of California,
Irvine

Wilson Bradshaw
Vice President, Graduate
Studies/Research
Georgia Southern University

Judith Brasscur
Special Assistant to the Dean
California State, Chico

Grace Butler
Associate V.P. for Faculty
Affairs
University of Houston

John Butler
Associate Dean/NSM
University of Houston

Fernando Cadena
Professor, Civil, Agricultural,
Geographical
New Mexico State University

Connie Calderon
Assistant Dean, Graduate
Studies
CalTech

Al Camarillo
Professor, History
Stanford University

Naomi Campbell
Assistant Professor, Chemistry
University of South Alabama

Nancy Carnes
Administrative Assistant to
the Dean
Princeton University

Bruce Chaloux
Dean in Residence
CGS

Sandra Chi pungu
Associate Dean
National Catholic Schools,
Social Services
The Catholic University of
America

.Isaac Colbert
Associate Dean, Graduate
School
MIT
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Elaine Copeland
Associate Dean
University of Illinois at
Urbana

Willie Mae Coram
Assistant Dean
University of Medicine-
Dentistry of New Jersey

Melissa Crawford
Assistant to Dean, Graduate
School
University of Arkansas, Little
Rock

Vicki Curby
Director, Summer Program,
Graduate School
University of Missouri,
Columbia

James Curry
Professor, Applied
Mathematics
University of Colorado,
Boulder

David Dalton
Department of Chemistry
Temple University

M. Harry Daniels
Associate Dean
Southern Illinois University.
Carbondale

Johnetta Davis
Associate Dean and Director,
Minority Education
University of Maryland,
College Park

Julius Debro
Associate Dean
University of Washington



Robert Dennehy
Professor, Management
Pace University

George Dixon
Director, Special Projects
Oklahoma State University

Elvira Doman
Program Directorjatczralive
Animaogy
National Science Foundation

Patricia Downing
Executive Assistant to Dean
University of Medicine-
Dentistry of New Jersey

Carl Ea ly
Assistant Dean for Minority
Affairs
Hahneman University

Leila Edwards
Senior Associate Dean, The
Graduate School
Northwestern University

Francine Essien
Associate Professor,
Biological Sciences
Rutgers University

Cheryl Burgan Evans
Associate Dean
The Graduate School
Miami University

Earl Farrow
Associate Professor
Livingston College
Rutgers University

Harriet Feldman
Dean and Professor,
Lienhard School of Nursing
Pace University

Robin Fisher
Associate Dean, Graduate
Division
UCLA

Henry Frierson
Professor/Associate Dean.
Graduate Sch,y.-,1

_WC:Chapel Hi 11

Albert Fry
Director, Graduate Programs
Wesleyan University

Nancy Gaffney
Administrator
CGS

Omer Galle
Professor, Population
Research Center
University of:Texas, Austin

Clarise Gaylord
Director, Office
Environmental Equity
Environmental Protection
Agency

Willard Gingerich
Acting Dean, Graduate School
of Arts & Sciences
St. John's University

Jean Girves
Associate Director
CIC

Marc Glasser
Dean, Graduate/Extended
Campus Programs
Morehead State University

Peter Goodwin
Professor of Biology
Temple University

Marilyn Gordon
Coordinator, Graduate
Minority Affairs
University of Michigan
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Kay Hancock
Information Officer
Vanderbilt University

Susan Hardwick
ProfeRsor, Geography
California State, Chico

Robin Hickman
Program/Grant Coordinator
Office of Research Training
University of Texas, Houston

Robert Jenkins
Associate Professor
Mississippi State University

Tuajuanda Jordan-Starck
College of Medicine,
University of Cincinnati

Louis Justement
Assistant Professor
University of Texas Medical
Branch

George Karas
Associate Dean, Graduate
College
Iowa State University

Barbara Kraus
Coordinator, SMART
Program
University of Colorado,
Boulder

Jules LaPidus
President
CGS

Sung Lee
Dean/Vice Provost, Graduate
School
Michigan Tech University

Paul Lennard
Associate Professor, Rollins
Research Center
Emory University



Thomas Linney
VP/Director,
Government/Association
Relations
CGS

Brenda Litchfield
Assistant Professor, Education
University of South Alabama

Geneva Lopez
Assistant Registrar
Stanford University
Thomas Lyson
Professor, Rural Sociology
Cornell University

Chris Makaroff
Assistant Professor,
Department of Chemistry
Miami University

Richard Mansell
Interim Dean
University of South Florida

Patricia Marsteller
Director, Rollins Research
Center
Emory University

Steve Martin
Associate Professor, Materials
Science/Engineering Dept.
Iowa State University

Elizabeth McFarlane
Associate Dean, School of
Nursing
The Catholic University of
America

Patricia McNeil
Assistant to the Dean
Southern Illinois University,
Carbondale

Thoyd Melton
Associate Dean, Graduate
School
North Carolina State
University

Terry Mikiten
Professor and Associate Deal
University of Texas Health
Science Center

Jack Nelson
Dean, Graduate School
Temple University

Edwin Nichols
Nichols and Associates, Inc.

Elva Mae Nicholson
Professor, Chemistry
Eastern Michigan University

Sally O'Connor
Professor/Director,
Chemistry/Environmental
Programs
Xavier University, Louisiana

Graham Patterson
Acting Associate Director
University of Maryland,
College Park

Jill Patterson
Director, Center for Biology
Education
L niversity of Wisconsin,
Madison

Michael Pavel
Graduate School of Education
UCLA

William Pci son
Associate Dean
Mississippi State University

Timothy h.:ttiborn.:
Dean, The Graduate School
New Mexico State University
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Michael Phillip
Associate Dean, Graduate
School
University of Florida

Anthony Rene
Assistant Director, Referral
Liaison, National Institutes of
Health

Eleanor Reynolds
Associate Dean, Graduate
School
Cornell University

Allan Richards
Associate Dean
Graduate School
University of Kentucky

Greg Roberts
Executive Director
BEST

Dan Robertson
Director, Office of Graduate
Studies
Texas A&M University

Raymond Rodriquez
Associate Dean
University of California,
Davis

Victor Rodwell
SROP Director, Department
of Biochemistry
Purdue University.

Derek Rovaris
Dircctor, Graduate Studies
Xavier University, Louisiana

Cosette Ryan
Program Manager, PRH
Fellowship Program
Department of Education
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Guy Salvesen
Assistant Professor,
Department of Pathology
Duke University

Charles Sampson
Associate Dean, Graduate
School
University of Missouri,
Columbia

David Sanchez
Assistant Vice Chancellor,
Student Academic Affairs
University of California. San
Francisco

George Sanchez
Department of History
University of Michigan

Lisa Scott
Administrative Assistant,
Population Research Center
University of Texas, Austin

Barbara Shannon
Associate Dean, The Graduate
School
Pennsylvania State University

Kay Singer
Assistant Dean, Director,
Center for Science Education
Duke University

Charles Smith
Dean
Florida A&M University

Dorothy Spur lock
Research Office Associate,
Office, Research Development
Eastern Michigan University

Jane Stokes
Coordinator, McNair Program
Bowie State University

Carol Swain
Associate Professor
Princeton University

Peter Syverson
Director, Information Services
CGS

Orlando Taylor
Interim Dean, Graduate
School of Arts & Sciences
Howard University

David Terrian
Associate Professor, School of
Medicine
Eastern Carolina University

J. Stephcn Thomas
Associate Dean, Graduate
School
MIT

Michael Tilford
Dcan, Graduate School
Wichita State University

Margaret Daniels Tyler
Assistant Dean, Graduate
School
M IT

John Wallace, Jr.
Postdoctoral Fellow
Institute for Social Research
University of Michigan

Donald Warder
Associate Dean
University of Wyoming

Richard Weiss
Professor, Biochemistry
UCLA

William Welburn
Assistant Dean, Graduate
Studies
University of Iowa
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Karen Williams
Assistant Dean, Graduate
College
University of Illinois, Chicago

John Wilson
Associate Dean, Graduate
School
Meharry Medical College
Rihab Yassin
Professor
Hahnemann University

Alfred Young
Assocbte Professor, History
Georgia Southern University
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